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Inspiring good moments since 1953
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About us

Tomasi is the company that
invented the rotisserie grill.
Since then we've been
designing new products and
accessories to help you prepare
and serve the traditional
Brazilian churrasco.

https://www.tomasiusa.com/


Tomasi Refrigerator
for Skewers

REFRIGERATOR FOR SKEWERS PRESENTATION

This equipment was made to facilitate
the daily operation of the steakhouse.
With an efficient cooling system, the air
flows all around the refrigerator,
keeping the meat in the skewer in the
perfect temperature.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1958I3XeuYzYcEYaRH3quFkZcozheRZG-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1958I3XeuYzYcEYaRH3quFkZcozheRZG-/view?usp=sharing
https://www.tomasiusa.comhttps/drive.google.com/file/d/1958I3XeuYzYcEYaRH3quFkZcozheRZG-/view?usp=sharing
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the skewers inside.

PERFECT FIT
Special Width

With the meat already in the skewer, you just take it
from the refrigerator directly to the grill.

MAKING YOUR LIFE EASIER
The best help in the daily rotine

With these special shelves, the refrigerator can hold
46 skewers in it.

SUPPORT FOR SKEWERS
Large capacity

https://www.tomasiusa.com/


The
Features

Internal and
external stainless
steel finishing.

FINISHING

Indoor LED
lighting.

LIGHTING

Better sealing
and less
condensation.

DOUBLE
GLAZED
DOOR
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Easy Prep,
Easy Grill

Designed to sit right next to
your grill, it's never been easier
to prep and roast your
churrasco. Say goodbye to
messy preparation and hello to
effortless grilling with our
Refrigerator for Skewers.

https://www.tomasiusa.com/


TO PERFECTLY SUIT
YOUR NEED, WE
HAVE TWO MORE
MODELS AVAILABLE

CHECK IT OUT

Find Your Refrigerator



If you prefer, Tomasi also offers another
option of a refrigerator for skewers: the
Stainless Steel Service Counter.

With DOORS or DRAWERS and a
special dimension to fit the skewers,
this equipment is a popular option if
you want a working surface.

Refrigerated Service
Counter for Skewers
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Designed to big steakhouses, this
option of Refrigerator for Skewers is a

fine solution to store a great amount of
skewers at once.

 
With 4 doors and stainless steel

finishing, this refrigerator has shelves
inside and air forced cooling system to

mantain the chamber in the
perfect temperature.

Four-Door Stainless Steel
Refrigerator for Skewers
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The Brazilian barbecue style is a consolidated
concept across America.
We will give you the tools to spread this
amazing flavor!

A Brazilian Experience
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Scan this QR code to
discover a world of delicious
recipes, exciting product
features, and mouth-
watering food content on
our YouTube channel.

Don't miss out on the
culinary adventure!

Watch Our Amazing Videos! R
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https://youtube.com/@TomasiUSA
https://youtube.com/@TomasiUSA


FOLLOW US

@TomasiUSA

FACEBOOK

@TomasiUSA

INSTAGRAM

TomasiUSA

YOUTUBE
www.TomasiUSA.com
WEBSITE

info@TomasiUSA.com
EMAIL

302-449-6492
CONTACT NUMBER

https://www.tomasiusa.com/
https://www.facebook.com/tomasiusa
https://www.instagram.com/tomasiusa/
https://youtube.com/@TomasiUSA
https://www.facebook.com/tomasiusa
https://youtube.com/@TomasiUSA
https://www.instagram.com/tomasiusa/
https://www.facebook.com/tomasiusa
https://www.facebook.com/tomasiusa
https://www.instagram.com/tomasiusa/
https://www.instagram.com/tomasiusa/
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